WE’RE HIRING !
smart ultrasound solutions

Internship Innovation Management

Are you a student who likes to work on interesting and
complex projects? Do you want to work at a company where
you can really contribute? Do you want to join a great team?
We are looking for you!
Who are we?
We are a medtech start-up that radically changes ultrasound usage by improving and
innovating the way ultrasound examinations are performed. We focus on creating new
and innovative solutions for the ultrasound market by making ultrasound easier and more
accessible for operators. We enhance current procedures and develop new ultrasound
applications by using state of the art technology. This includes wearable & hands-free
ultrasound solutions.
Background:
Usono is in the process of growing from start-up to scale-up. Next to ProbeFix, which is currently being sold in The Netherlands, United Kingdom, all Scandinavia and Australia, we are
expanding our portfolio with two products within the next 2 years. The business case of each
product needs to bee deepened and validated. This will be essential to create a succesful
international operating company.
Assignment
Study:
Period:
Level:

Innovation Management
3 months – 12 months
Master graduate, PhD or PDEng

www.usono.com

Goal
You will work on a business case of the two products that Usono will launch internationally. This will include scenario planning, gather market data and defining a strategy for each
of the products. Gathering data of the key opinion leaders is important to validate the
business cases, which means that you need to be in the field.
Who are you?
• You think out of the box and are pro active
• You are eager to work in a start-up environment
• You are not shy of performing other tasks as well
• You are able to work within a flexible schedule
• Quick learner
Skills
Change management, financial planning
Interested?
You will join a young and dynamic team, where you will have responsibilities and get the
opportunity to explore your boundaries! There is a great atmosphere and we often have
team activities. We have flexible working hours and listen to your input!
Are you enthusiastic? Just contact me!
Benjamin Tchang
benjamin@usono.com
+31(0)647852805

High Tech Campus 12, 5656 AE Eindhoven

@usono

